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A multimodal method based on a generalization of the admittance matrix is used to analyze wave propagation in
heterogeneous two-dimensional anisotropic media. The heterogeneity of the medium can be due to the presence
of anisotropic inclusions with arbitrary shapes, to a succession of anisotropic media with complex interfaces between them, or both. Using a modal expansion of the wave field, the problem is reduced to a system of two sets of
first-order differential equations for the modal components of the field, similar to the system obtained in the
rigorous coupled wave analysis. The system is solved numerically, using the admittance matrix, which leads
to a stable numerical method, the basic properties of which are discussed. The convergence of the method is
discussed, considering arrays of anisotropic inclusions with complex shapes, which tend to show that Li’s rules
are not concerned within our approach. The method is validated by comparison with a subwavelength layered
structure presenting an effective anisotropy at the wave scale. © 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (260.2110) Electromagnetic optics; (050.1950) Diffraction gratings; (160.1190) Anisotropic optical materials;
(160.3918) Metamaterials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in anisotropic media
is a topic that has been addressed for many years, originally
because such materials can be found in nature: crystals and
liquid crystals provide important different classes of optically
anisotropic media, and they are commonly used in optical
devices as light modulators [1], polarizers [2], narrowband
filters [3], and optical fibers [4]. More recently, interest in such
complex media has been renewed because man-made materials
present an artificial, or effective, anisotropy, which can be
engineered by assigning the value of each parameter of the
permeability and/or permittivity tensors to be positive, near
zero, or even negative [5]. It results in a larger flexibility to
manipulate the wave propagation. These anisotropic materials
have been extensively investigated to achieve new wave
phenomena in the field of imaging below the diffraction
limit [6,7], subdiffraction guidance [8,9], including dissipative
effects [10] and nonlinear effects [11], microstructures optical
fiber [12], or sensing [13].
Due to the complexity of anisotropy, analytical solutions are
usually not available and numerical modeling is needed (for reviews on the numerical methods, see, e.g., [14,15]). Among the
different numerical approaches, modal methods are, in general,
1084-7529/15/050979-12$15/0$15.00 © 2015 Optical Society of America

well adapted to describe the propagation in waveguides and in
periodic systems. This is because the dependence of the
solution on one or two of the spatial coordinates can be encapsulated in a set of functions forming a basis, thus reducing the
problem to one (or two) dimensions.
Many studies have focused on the case of stratified (or
multilayered) anisotropic media with plane interfaces [16–20];
obviously, this problem can be solved analytically, but, when
many layers are considered, the obtained expressions of the solution become intractable. Starting in 2001, the Fourier method
(or rigourous coupled wave analysis) has been adapted to describe wave scattering by anisotropic gratings with complex
interface [21–24]. The Fourier method relies on a formulation
of the harmonic Maxwell’s equations in Fourier space for
periodic structures, resulting in a first-order system of differential equations, with special attention being paid on Li’s, or
Laurent’s, factorization rules [25]. We also mention the paper
from Li [26], which uses a coordinate transformation
(Chandezon method) for periodically modulated anisotropic
layers with a shape edge interface.
The present study follows from a previous one where a
multimodal method, similar to the Fourier method, was used
to analyze wave propagation through isotropic scatterers of
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arbitrary shapes, located in a waveguide or periodically located
on an array [27]. We extend this modal method to anisotropic
media, with a restriction to uniaxial media, or biaxial media
being orientated such that no cross polarization occurs in
the incident plane (for either TE or TM); thus, the problem
remains two dimensional.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
derivation of the set of first-order differential equations is
presented. In the TM case, it involves the modal components
of the magnetic field H and of a related quantity, denoted
E, which appears naturally from the weak formulation of
the problem. Section 3 presents the numerical resolution of
the system; it is based on the use of a generalized impedance
matrix, similar to the electromagnetic impedance, which
links, locally, the modal components of E and H . The
impedance matrix satisfies a Riccati equation, which can be
properly integrated, starting from the radiation condition. In
Section 4, results on the convergence and validations are presented; through the example of arrays of inclusions with different shapes, we inspect the convergence of the method, notably
with respect to the staircase approximation [28]. Next, a
validation of the method is proposed, by comparison with reference calculations of the scattering by subwavelength layered
media, which are known to behave as equivalent anisotropic
media.
We report in the appendices some technical calculations,
which concern notably the numerical integration of the impedance matrix, using a Magnus scheme.
2. DERIVATION OF THE MULTIMODAL
FORMULATION
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in anisotropic
heterogeneous media is described by the Maxwell’s equations,
with electric and magnetic permittivity being tensors. In the
harmonic regime, and assuming time dependance e −iωt , we
have ∇ · D ! 0, ∇ · B ! 0, ∇ × E ! ikB, and ∇ × H !
−ikD, where k ≡ ω∕c denotes the wavenumber in free
space, c being the celerity in the free space (as free space
does not compose necessarily one of the media, basically, k
is used to denote the frequency). We restrict our study to anisotropic media with no spatial dispersion; thus, the permittivity
tensor (or dielectric tensor) ε is symmetric [29] with ε !
diag"εX ; εY ; εZ # when expressed in the frame "X ; Y ; Z # of
the principal directions of anisotropy. The media have scalar
permeabilities μ. In this section, we establish the multimodal
formulation [Eq. (15)]. The derivation is performed using a
weak formulation of the problem and expanding the solution
onto a basis of transverse functions φn "x#. The multimodal
formulation is presented in the case of periodic media (Fig. 1)
for TM waves, the case of TE waves being reduced to
isotropic media.
A. Notations

We denote "x; y; z# the reference frame associated to the
periodic structure, and we consider anisotropic media with
the principal axes of anisotropy X and Y being rotated
along the Z ! z direction through an angle α. In the reference
frame,

D!

0ε

t "3D# @
Rα

0 cos α
≡ @ − sin α
R"3D#
α
0

X

0

0

εY

0

0
sin α
cos α
0

0 1
0 AR"3D#
E;
α

εZ
01
0 A:

with

(1)

1

In TM polarization, we obtain H ! H "x; y#ez and E !
E x "x; y#ex $ E y "x; y#ey , leading to
#
! " −1
$
εY
0
R
∇H
$ k2 μH ! 0;
∇ · t Rα
α
0 ε−1
X
"
#
cos α sin α
with Rα ≡
;
(2)
− sin α cos α
and all the parameters α, εX , εY , and μ vary in space. Evidently,
the result applies for uniaxial media and εZ ! εX or εZ ! εY ,
in which case any rotation in the 3D space can be considered.
In the following, we use the notations
$
8 !" −1 −1 #
εxx εxy
<
∇H
$ k2 μH ! 0;
∇:
ε−1
ε−1
xy
yy
:
−1
−1
−ikE x ! ε−1
ikE y ! ε−1
xy ∂x H $ εyy ∂y H ;
xx ∂x H $ εxy ∂y H ;

"3#

−1
2
−1
2
with ε−1
xx ≡ εY cos α $ εX sin α;

−1
−1
ε−1
xy ≡ "εY − εX # cos α sin α;
−1
2
−1
2
ε−1
yy ≡ εY sin α $ εX cos α:

(4)

Our notations for the inverse permittivities ε−1
ij in Eqs. (4)
are not usual, but they are more tractable for the following. We
report in Appendix A the link with the permittivity tensor ε, as
defined in the relation D ! εE.

Fig. 1. Typical configuration of the study. An incident wave with
wave vector k at incidence θ propagates through a succession of layers
and inclusions being h periodic along the x direction. Each layer or
inclusion may be composed of an anisotropic medium with principal
directions "X ; Y # tilted through an angle α with respect to the "x; y#
frame associated to the periodic structure.
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B. Multimodal Formulation

We consider a periodic configuration with h periodicity along
the x axis (Fig. 1). Following [27], the wave in Eq. (3) is written
in a variational representation:
! " −1 −1 #
$
PR
εxx εxy
2
∇H · ∇H̄ t $ k μH H̄ t
Ωi dr − ε−1
ε−1
xy "
yy
i
#
"5#
PR
ε−1
ε−1
xx
xy
∇H
·
n
H̄
$
dS
!
0;
t
∂Ωi
ε−1
ε−1
xy
yy
i

−1 −1
where Ωi denotes the regions with constant "ε−1
xx ; εxy ; εyy # and μ
values; for readability, we avoid indicating explicitly the index
(i) on these values. In the above expression, H t "r# is a test function compactly supported (thus, vanishing for y → %∞) and h
periodic along x; its form will be given below. The last integral
vanishes because of the boundary conditions at ∂Ωi , being
either the boundary between two different media (continuity of
h% ε−1 ε−1 &
i
xx
xy
−1
−1 ∇H · n), or the boundary of the domain x ! 0
εxy εyy
and x ! h (and the conditions of periodicity give &"ε−1
xx ∂x H $
−1
−1
ε−1
xy ∂y H #H̄ t '"x ! h# ! &"εxx ∂x H $ εxy ∂y H #H̄ t '"x ! 0##. For
y → %∞, it vanishes because H t vanishes. Thus, the boundary
conditions have been exactly taken into account in the weak
formulation:
! " −1 −1 #
$
PR
εxx εxy
2
∇H · ∇H̄ t $ k μH H̄ t ! 0: "6#
Ωi dr − ε−1
ε−1
xy
yy
i

We now expand H "x; y# onto a basis of φm "x# (with
Einstein summation convention),
H "x; y# ! H m "y#φm "x#;

(7)

and the φm functions are chosen as
1
(8)
φm "x# ! pﬃﬃﬃ e iγm x ; with γ m ≡ "κ $ 2mπ∕h#;
h
where e iκx denotes the dependence of the waves in the x
direction, imposed by the source term (the incident wave).
We now use the following form of the test function:
H t "r# ! H t "y#φn "x#, with arbitrary n R value. Integrating
Eq. (6) over x, the equation ends with dy H̄ t "y#F "y# ! 0
for any H t , from which F "y# ! 0 is deduced. This
leads to
$
!
d X −1
"εyy Anm H m 0 $ ε−1
B
H
#
xy nm m
dy i
X
−1
2
$
"−ε−1
xy Bmn H m 0 − εxx Cnm H m $ k μAnm H m # ! 0;
i

(9)

where we have defined the matrices:
R ai$1 "y#
8
>
< Anm "y# ≡ Rai "y# dxφn "x#φm "x#;
a "y#
0
Bnm "y# ≡ aii$1
"y# dxφn "x#φm "x#;
>
R ai$1 "y#
:
Cnm "y# ≡ ai "y# dxφn0 "x#φm0 "x#:

Fig. 2. Example of the local parametrization ai "y#, here
i ! 0; …; 3.

depend on (i) because of their integral boundaries. More
explicitly, we have
Ann "y# ! "ai$1 − ai #∕h;
Anm "y# !

e 2iπ"m−n#ai$1 ∕h − e 2iπ"m−n#ai ∕h
; n ≠ m;
2iπ"m − n#

(11)

and it follows that
B ! AΓ;

Γ ! diag"iγ n #:
(12)
Although convolution of the Fourier transformers of two
functions have not been used (and, thus, the factorization rules
for the Fourier transform of the product of two functions
are not questioned), the projections used in the weak formulation make the Toeplitz matrices appear. Indeed, it is easy to
see that, for any field g"x; y# (g being for instance the
permeability),
Z
X
1 h
gA ! &g'; with &g'nm ≡
dxg"x; y#e 2iπ"m−n#x∕h :
h
0
i
and

C ! −ΓAΓ;

with

(13)
Inspecting Eq. (9), it is convenient to rewrite the system by
introducing an auxiliary field with modal components E m to
obtain a coupled system of the first ordinary differential
equations:
0
−1
E n ≡ &ε−1
yy 'nm H m $ iγ n &εxy 'nm H m ;

0
−1
2
E n0 $ iγ n &ε−1
xy 'nm H m $ "iγ n #"iγ m #&εxx 'nm H m $ k &μ'nm H m ! 0;

(14)

which we express in a matrix form for the two vectors
composed by the modal components E ≡ "E m # and
H ≡ "H m #:
#" #
" −1
#" # 0 "
&εyy ' 0
H
H
I
−&ε−1
xy 'Γ
;
!
2
I
Γ&ε−1
E
E
−Γ&ε−1
xy '
xx 'Γ − k &μ' 0
(15)

where all the matrices and vectors are defined locally at y.
"10#

The ai "y# is a parametrization of the boundaries of the (i)th
medium or inclusion at the y position, with a0 ! 0 and
max"ai # ! h (Fig. 2). Note that we have omitted to write
explicitly the dependences of A, B, C on (i), but they do

C. Energy Conservation

The energy flux across the section at any y position is defined by
!Z
$
1
1
¯
dx E x H !
Im&t EH̄';
(16)
Φ"y# ! − Re
2
2k

from which ∂y Φ ! 1∕"2k#Im&t E 0 H̄ $ t EH̄ 0 '. The above
system in Eq. (15) can be written as
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H
E

#0

!

"

M1
M3

M2
M4

#"

#
H
;
E

8
M ≡ −&ε−1 '−1 &ε−1 'Γ;
>
>
< M1 ≡ &ε−1yy'−1 ; xy
yy

2

−1 −1 −1
−1
2
M ≡ Γ"&ε−1
>
xy '&εyy ' &εxy ' − &εxx '#Γ − k &μ';
>
: 3
−1
−1
−1
M4 ≡ −Γ&εxy '&εyy ' :

(17)

"18#

Thus, we obtain
∂y Φ !

1
Im&t Ht M3 H̄ $ t EM̄2 Ē $ t E"M4 $ t M̄1 #H̄': (19)
2k

−1
In the case where the media are lossless ("ε−1
X ; εY # and μ are
t
real), the Toeplitz matrices are self-adjoint and Γ̄ ! −Γ; thus,
¯ 1 , and we obtain
M4 ! −t M

∂y Φ !

1 t t
& H" M3 − M̄3 #H̄ $ t E"M̄2 − t M2 #Ē':
4k

(20)

With M2 and M3 being self-adjoint matrices, the variation of
the energy flux vanishes ∂y Φ ! 0, which shows that our
formulation ensures the energy conservation (see also [27]).

Fig. 3. Regions defined in the numerical scheme: (e) is the entrance
medium, y ≥ ly , where the source is defined (here an incident plane
wave) and (o) the outlet region y ≤ 0. Both (o) and (e) can be anisotropic. In between, the scattering region contains anisotropic inclusions and/or anisotropic layers, and it corresponds to the domain
where the numerical calculations is performed.

3. NUMERICAL RESOLUTION
The modal system, Eq. (15), can be solved using several
numerical schemes. We use one scheme of Magnus type, based
on an impedance matrix, which links the vectors E and H:
E ! YH:

(21)

The matrix Y satisfies a Riccati equation, from Eq. (17),
Y 0 ! −YM2 Y − YM1 − t M̄1 Y $ M3 ;

(22)

which is similar to the one obtained in [27] for isotropic media
and in [17] for stratified anisotropic media. To properly integrate the Riccati equation, one has to define the outgoing
and ingoing waves, which is, in general, quite involved for
anisotropic media [30,31]. As it is not the subject of the
present paper, we consider only real values of the permittivities
and permeabilities, for which no complications occur
[Section 3.A leading to Eq. (25)]. This allows us to translate
the radiation condition (at y ! 0 in Fig. 3) as an initial value
of the impedance Y o (Section 3.B); afterward, the system is
integrated using a Magnus scheme toward the entrance of
the scattering region (y ! ly ). This first integration gives the
scattering matrix associated to the scattering region. When
needed, the wavefield associated to a particular source term
(incident wave) can be calculated by integrating the same
system from y ! ly to y ! 0, using the impedance matrices
previously computed (Section 3.C). The Magnus scheme
has been presented elsewhere [27,32,33], and we collect in
Appendix B the principle of the implementation.
A. Mode Selection

The two media at the entrance (y ≥ ly ) and at the outlet
(y ≤ 0) being homogeneous, we have a0 "y# ! 0 and
a1 "y# ! h. This implies &g' ! gI, and the matrices in
Eqs. (17) and (18) simplify in

8
ε
M ! M4 ! − εxyyy Γ;
>
< 1
M2 ! εyy I;
%
&
>
: M ! εyy − 1 Γ 2 − k2 μI ! − εyy Γ 2 − k 2 μI;
3
εxx
εX εY
ε2

"23#

xy

−1
−2
−1 −1
where we used ε−1
yy εxx − εxy ! εX εY . The second order equation on the (decoupled) modal components H n simplifies in
00
−1 0
2
2 −1
ε−1
yy H n $ 2iγ n εxy H n $ "μk − γ n εxx #H n ! 0:

(24)

The waves propagating in such medium are of the form
%
e iκx$ikn y , with the associated dispersion relation:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ε
ε2yy
yy
k%
% μεyy k 2 − γ 2n
:
(25)
n ! −γ n
εxy
εX εY
The link between the above dispersion relation and the
usual dispersion relation of birefringent media (expressed in
the frame of the principal directions) is given in
Appendix C. In the following, we define
K% ≡ εyy &−ε−1
xy Γ % Δ';
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−1 2
with Δ ≡ iε−1
μεyy k2 I $ ε2yy ε−1
yy
X εY Γ ;

(26)

the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ik%
n (a useful
%
−1
relation is ε−1
yy K $ εxy Γ ! %Δ).
Note that the notation k %
n refers to waves propagating in the
y direction (sign +) and to waves propagating in the "−y#
directions (sign −) only for nondissipative lossless media; in
general, the distinction between both is involved and needs
more careful criteria [30,31]. Here, it is easy to see that the
flux of the Poynting vector Π ! E × H across a section at
constant y for a single mode k %
n is
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Π:dS
$
! qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
2 2
Re ε−1
k
−
γ
ε
∕ε
ε
H̄
με
H
yy
n yy X Y n n ; (27)
yy
2k
iκx$ik %
n y

propagates in the y
and Φ > 0 means that the wave e
direction. We can distinguish two cases for real values of
"εX ; εY # and μ > 0 (negative indices are disregarded).

• For positive permittivity parameters, the mode is propagating if k 2 > γ 2n εyy ∕"μεX εY #, evanescent otherwise, and the
sign % of k%
n in Eq. (25) refers to the direction of propagation
of the modes; for propagating modes because Φ"k $
n # > 0 and
Φ"k−n # < 0; for evanescent modes because the wave has to
decrease in amplitude when propagates.
• For negative permittivity parameters, the modes are all
evanescent, with Φ ! 0 (even if the k%
n can have a real part);
again, the sign % of k %
n in Eq. (25) correctly refers to the
direction of propagation of the modes.
B. Radiation Condition

The decoupled system for "E; H# in the region y ≤ 0 is, from
Eq. (17) and Eq. (23),
0
−1
E ! ε−1
yy H $ εxy ΓH;

E 0 ! εyy &Δ2o H − ε−1
xy ΓE':

(28)

The waves transmitted in the outlet region are moving away
from the interface y ! 0 [along the (−y) direction]. Thus, they
satisfy H n0 ! ik−n H n (namely, E n0 ! ik−n E n ), which leads to
E ! −Δo H, and the impedance matrix is, from Eq. (21),
Yo ! −Δo ;

(29)

Y 0 ! −εyy &Y2 − Δ2o ';

(30)

where Δo is defined in Eq. (26), with the characteristics
"εxx ; εX ; εY # ! "εxx ; εX ; εY #jo and μ ! μo of the medium
(o). Alternatively, it is easy to see that Yo is one (constant) solution of the Riccati equation, Eq. (22), with M3 ! −εyy Δ2o and
and the proper sign is given by the condition of outgoing waves.
Starting from the initial value Y"0# ! Yo , the differential
system in Eq. (22) can be integrated using a Magnus scheme,
as described in Appendix B. In the following, we denote Ye the
computed impedance matrix, Y"ly # ! Ye .
C. Source Term

We consider any source in (e) being a superposition of waves
−
propagating in the (−y) direction: H in ∝ e iken y$iκx , where the k %
en
is defined in Eq. (25) with "εxx ; εX ; εY # ! "εxx ; εX ; εY #je and
μ ! μe . Then, the reflected field is a superposition of waves
$
propagating in the $y direction, H rn ∝ e iken y$iκx . The reflection
matrix R is defined for the vectors of modal components
Hr ! RHi . With K%
e being defined in Eq. (26) in (e), we have
for the total field H ! Hi $ Hr
i
H 0 ! "K−e $ K$
e R#H :

In the simplest case, where (e) is made of isotropic material
−1
−1
(ε−1
yy ! εxx ! 1∕ε, εxy ! 0, and Δe ! −K), we recover
R ! &K $ Ye '−1 &K − Ye ', as in [27].
D. Validation for a Single Interface between Two
Anisotropic Media

As a basic validation, we derive the Fresnel coefficients in the
case of a single interface at y ! 0 between two anisotropic media (Fig. 4). In this case, no mode conversion occurs, and the
problem can be solved easily for an incident plane wave hitting
the interface at incidence θ (κ ! k sin θ), leading to
(
$
−
H "x; y < 0# ! e ik sin θx &e ike y $ Re ike y ';
"33#
ik sin θx
ik −o y
Te .
H "x; y ≥ 0# ! e

%
The wavenumber k%
e (namely, k o ) satisfies the dispersion
−1 % 2
−1 %
−1 2
relation εyy "k # $ 2εxy κk $ "εxx κ − μk2 # ! 0, leading to

k% ! εyy k"−ε−1
xy sin θ % δ#;
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−1 −1
2
with δ ≡ με−1
yy − εX εY sin θ;

R!

δe − δo
:
δe $ δo

(35)

In [34], the reflection coefficient for an interface between air
at y > 0 and an anisotropic medium with μ ! 1 and α ! 0 is
derived; in that case, our expression simplifies with μe ! 1
leading to δe ! cos θ and "μo ! 1; εyy;o ! εX #, leading to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−1 −1
2
cos θ − ε−1
X − εX εY sin θ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R"air; α ! 0# !
;
(36)
−1 −1
2
cos θ $ ε−1
X − εX εY sin θ
which is in agreement with Eq. (7) in [34]. Also, coming back
to the general case, we obtain, from Eq. (35), a generalization of
the Brewster angle, realizing perfect transmission (δe ! δo ):
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ε ε εyy − 1
θB ! asin X Y
;
(37)
εyy εX εY − 1
which coincides with the result in [34] for α ! 0.

(31)

Using the relation H 0 ! &εyy "E − ε−1
xy ΓH#'je , we obtain
−1
$ K$
e R# ! εyy "I $ R#"Ye $ εxy Γ# and eventually
(32)

(34)

%
which applies for k %
e and for k e . Obviously, this coincides with
%
the expression of kn with n ! 0 in Eq. (25), since the present
problem involves the mode 0 only. Applying the continuity of
−1
H and of ε−1
xy ∂x H $ εxx ∂y H at the interface y ! 0 leads to the
expression of the reflection coefficient R:

"K−e

R ! &Δe − Ye '−1 &Δe $ Ye ':
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Fig. 4. Single interface between two anisotropic media.
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Finally, it was our aim to check that this expression is consistent with our numerical scheme: Equations (34) and (26)
show that Δe;00 ! ikδe and Δo;00 ! ikδo . Thus, the reflection
coefficient derived for a single interface R coincides with R00 ,
the reflection coefficient of the mode 0 for an incident wave in
mode 0 of the reflection matrix R in Eq. (32), as expected.
4. CONVERGENCE AND VALIDATION OF THE
NUMERICAL METHOD
To validate our numerical method, we consider two different
examples.
• First, the convergence of the method is inspected in a
problem of scattering by arrays of anisotropic inclusions.
Three different shapes of the inclusions are considered to inspect the sensitivity of our modal formulation to the problem
of staircase approximation [28]. To anticipate, and, as already
mentioned in a previous study [27], our formalism presents the
same order of magnitude in the error and the same rate of
convergence for various shapes, being piecewise constant or
not, and this tends to prove that Li’s rules are not questioned
in our formalism.
• We also propose a validation of our method by
comparison with direct calculations of the scattering by a subwavelength layered medium. Beyond the validation of our formalism, such calculations are of interest. Indeed, one source of
interest in the anisotropic structures is its ability to describe the
behavior of subwavelength layered media, invoking the theory
of homogenization. When applicable, the numerical cost is
obviously much lower since the microstructure has not been
resolved. We inspect this equivalence between anisotropic
media and layered media through the example of guided waves
propagating in a guide made of dielectric slanted layers.
A. Convergence: Scattering by an Array of
Anisotropic Inclusions of Various Shapes

As a first illustrative example, Fig. 5 shows the real part of the
wave field H "x; y#, resulting from the interaction of an incident
plane wave with an h periodic array of anisotropic discs of
radius R. Calculations have been performed for kR ! 3 and
kh ! 10, and a wave incident on the array with an angle θ !
45° with the array. The discs are made of an anisotropic
medium with εX ! 1.9 and εY ! 8.5 [to fix the idea, this
would correspond to the effective parameters of a medium
made of layers alternating air ε ! 1 and dielectric material at
ε ! 16 with equal filling fraction; see forthcoming Eq. (38)].
In the three configurations, everything is identical except the
anisotropy direction, being given by α, (α ! 0°, 45° and
90°); the effect of the anisotropy direction appears clearly.
Next, we inspect the convergence of the numerical scheme.
To do this, we consider three shapes of anisotropic inclusions:
the previous discs of radius R, rectangles of size L × l and inclusions with nuts shape parametrized by "a1 ; a2 # [35]. For simplicity, we have chosen the same filling fraction φ ≃ 0.3 for the
three shapes, being defined in a unit cell of size h × h.
Otherwise, we use the same anisotropic material (εX ! 1.9,
εY ! 8.5, μ ! 1), the same direction of anisotropy α ! 20°,
and we fix the incident wave properties: k2 φ ≃ 28.3 (see the
figure caption for a complete description of the inclusion shape)

Fig. 5. Real part of the wave fields H "x; y# computed for arrays of
anisotropic discs inclusions h spaced (εX ! 1.9, εY ! 8.5) with principal directions "X ; Y # tilted through an angle α. The incident wave,
with kh ! 10, kR ! 3, hits the array at angle θ ! 45°. The arrays in
the three plots have the same properties except the anisotropy angle:
(a) α ! 0°, (b) α ! 45°, and (c) α ! 90°.

and θ ! 0° or 45°. Figure 6 shows the wave fields for θ ! 0°.
We used a truncation order N ! 20 in the numerical computations, and no significant variation of the wavefield is observed
for higher truncation orders.
Figure 7 illustrates further the convergence of the method.
We report the reflection coefficient R as a function of the truncation order N (main plot) and the rate of convergence (inset),
measured as the difference between R for a truncation at varying N and a converged version of R"N → ∞# (obtained in the
practice for N ! 200). At this frequency (kh ! 10), three
modes are propagating in the air, and in the anisotropic inclusions, four modes (for θ ! 0°) or five modes (for θ ! 45°) are
propagating. The reflection coefficients reach a merely constant
value for N ! 50 independently of the shape of the inclusion.
More quantitatively, it can be seen in the inset of Fig. 7 that the
error is less than 2% for N > 10, 1% for N > 40. The
rate of convergence is roughly 1∕N 3∕2 (dotted line in the
inset of Fig. 7), which coincides with the expected rate of convergence for a wave field having discontinuous gradient.
Indeed, a general theorem on the modal series applies here:
for a function that has a regularity given by a class C m , the
convergence of the error E"N # on the series truncated at order
N is E ∼ 1∕N s , with s < m $ 3∕2 [36]. In the present case, H
is of class C 0 , leading to a best convergence for E ∼ 1∕N 3∕2 .
In several papers, the staircase approximation has been regarded and identified as a possible reason for low convergence
or, say at least, high errors. For not piecewise constant shapes,
the convergence is restored if Li’s rules, or Laurent’s rules, have
to be used to properly express the Fourier transform of a product of functions [25]. Our conclusion here is the same as in our
previous studies concerning penetrable isotropic inclusions
[27]: the order of magnitude of the error and the rate of
convergence in our numerical scheme appear to be insensitive
to the fact that the inclusion shapes are piecewise constant (as
for the rectangular inclusion shape) or not (as for the circular
shape and the nuts shape).
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Fig. 6. Real part of the wave fields H "x; y# computed for arrays of d spaced inclusions made of an anisotropic material (εX ! 1.9, εY ! 8.5) with
principal directions tilted through α ! 20°. The incident wave hits the array at normal incidence (θ ! 0, black arrow) with kh ! 10, and the shape
of the inclusions is varied: (a) cylindrical inclusions, with radius R (kR ! 3); (b) rectangular inclusion of size L × l, (kL ! 7, kl ! 4); and (c) nonsymmetrical shape (see text). The three shapes have the same filling fraction in a unit cell, kh × kh ! 10 × 10.

Fig. 7. Reflection coefficient jRj of the mode 0 as a function of the truncation order N for the three shapes of Fig. 6, the discs (circle, red symbol),
the rectangles (black rectangle symbols), and the nut shapes (green diamond), (a) for θ ! 0 and (b) for θ ! 45°. The insets show the rate of
convergence in log-log scale; jR − R ∞ j as a function of N (in the practice calculated R ∞ is computed using N ! 200). The dotted black lines
indicated a (-3/2)-slope.

B. Validation: Case of Guided Waves in an Effective
Anisotropic Guide

In this section, we validate our numerical method by inspecting
the equivalence between layered media and anisotropic media.
According to the theory of layered media, subwavelength layers
alternating materials with εl1 and εl2 [Fig. 8(a)] behave as an
anisotropic medium [Fig. 8(b)] with characteristics
εX ! &φ∕εl1 $ "1 − φ#∕εl2 '−1 ;

εY ! φεl1 $ "1 − φ#εl2 ;
(38)

where "X ; Y # are, respectively, the directions perpendicular and
parallel to the layers and φ is the filling fraction of εl1
(φ ! 1∕2 for layers of equal width) [37].
We consider a guide of length l containing slanted layers of
equal width d ! 0.1l with a tilted angle α ! 45°, alternating
dielectric materials with εl1 ! 100 and εl2 ! 2 [Fig. 8(a)].
The layered guide is supported by a dielectric substrate with
ε2 ! 2, and the incident wave is sent in the air (y > l).
We compute the reflection coefficient R ex for an incident wave
being characterized by "k; κ#, and the wave is evanescent for
κ > k; it is propagating otherwise. For this calculation, the
length h × H of the unit cell is imposed by the characteristics
of the layers h ! d ∕ cos α, H ! d ∕ sin α. Then, it is repeated

periodically, and eventually truncated, until l is reached (see
Appendix D).
The reflection coefficient R ex of the actual layered guide is
compared to the one, denoted R anis , computed for the
equivalent anisotropic guide [Fig. 8(b)]. Results are reported
in Fig. 8(c); we have fixed κl ! 1.5, and we have varied the
frequency kl ∈ &0; 3' (kd ∈ &0; 0.3'). The results are in excellent agreement in the whole range of explored frequencies.
To go further in the validation of our numerical scheme, we
inspect the wave field of the wave guided within the waveguide
and visible by means of a divergence of the reflection
coefficients below the light line k ! κ [GW in Fig. 8(c), for
kl ≃ 0.85]. This guided wave propagates along the x direction
in the guide with a wavenumber κ; otherwise, it is evanescent in
the air and in the substrate. For the anisotropic guide, it is
strictly a guided wave and for the layered guide, it is a sort
of spoof plasmon for dielectric structured grating. These resonant waves are known to be sensitive to any variation of the
refractive index in the surrounding media; thus, adding a perturbation in the layer of air is expected to destroy the resonance,
and we inspect this aspect by adding an array of small dielectric
nuts, with permittivity ε ! 20. Finally, to excite this resonant
wave from outside, we choose a more realistic configuration in
which we have added a layer at the entrance with permittivity
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Fig. 8. (a) Layered guide of length l with slanted layers of equal width d ! 0.1l (α ! π∕4). (b) Equivalent homogeneous anisotropic guide with
principal permittivities εX and εY , Eq. (38). (c) Reflection coefficients jR ex j and jR anis j in the configurations (a) and (b), for kl ∈ &0; 3'. Below the
light line k ! κ, a guided wave (GW) is visible by means of a resonance in the reflection coefficients.

Fig. 9. Real parts of the wave fields H "x; y# for the layered guide (see main text): (a) at the resonance frequency of the guided wave and (b) at the
same frequency but inserting, as perturbation, an array of small inclusions. The layers are materialized by plain lines only on a part of the figure to let
the fields be visible. (c) and (d) show the same calculation replacing the layered guide with an equivalent anisotropic guide.

ε1 ! 20, such that the incident wave is propagating with inpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cident angle θ ≃ 23° in order to obtain κ ! k ε1 sin θ (and
kl ≃ 0.85 for κl ! 1.5). The layer of air has a length L !
0.5l in these calculations. The wave field patterns are shown
in Fig. 9 for the guided waves (center panels) and for the guided
wave perturbed by the array of dielectric nuts (right panels). In
both cases, the agreement between the wave field patterns in
the reference calculations and using our anisotropic calculations
is excellent, although we observe in the reference calculations
scars in the reference waveguide, which are due to the actual
layers with finite (nonvanishing) width.
We have validated our numerical scheme for anisotropic
structures by comparison with a reference microstructured
medium with effective anisotropy, being known by the
homogenization process. In addition to this validation, the

equivalence between structured media and effective anisotropic
media is of interest in terms of numerical cost. Indeed, dealing
with microstructured media presents two difficulties.
• First, the microstructure has to be captured, even roughly,
which implies a sufficient truncation order N . Although this is
not a heavy constraint in the presented cases (N ∼ 10), it may
become much heavier for more complex interface shapes.
• The length of the unit cell increases with α as h !
d ∕ cos α (Appendix D). This is penalizing for a large α angle,
since it produces an increasing number of propagating modes
that have to be accounted for in the computation.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a multimodal method based on the use
of the admittance matrix to describe the propagation of
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electromagnetic waves in anisotropic periodic media, containing arbitrary-shaped anisotropic inclusions or anisotropic media with arbitrary-shaped interfaces, or both. Our coupled
wave equations are based on a weak formulation, which
avoids dealing with the Fourier transform of a product of
functions and, thus, does not address Li’s rules. Together
with the local admittance formulation, it leads to an efficient
and easily implementable numerical method, which is well
suited to describe the continuously variable shape of scatter0

ε11 ! εX cos2 α $ εY sin2 α
@
ε!
ε12
0
ers, beyond the usual staircase approximation (the error, as
the rate of convergence has been shown to be independent
of the inclusion shape). The method has been shown to have
good convergence for wave fields presenting discontinuous
gradients, namely varying as N −3∕2 , N being the truncation
order in the modal expansion. A validation of our numerical
method has been presented by comparison with a microstructured medium presenting an effective anisotropy at the
wave scale.
In the present study, we have considered media with real
permittivity and permeability and no spatial dispersion.
These constraints are only motivated by the ease, for such
material properties, in selecting right- and left-going waves,
which is necessary to properly account for the radiation condition (Section 3.A). The extension of the presented method
into more complex and more realistic material properties is
straightforward if the problem of the selection of these waves
is addressed.
In general, the modal methods can be applied quasi indifferently to the case of periodic arrays and to the case of waveguides (owing to a change in the modal basis). In the present
case, we see an interesting limitation for the extension of our
method to the case of waveguides with perfectly conducting
walls. Indeed, the nice property in which the modal system is
decoupled outside the scattering region relies on the choice of
the modal basis φm "x#: the expansion of H on the φm has to
satisfy the boundary condition at x ! 0, h for any truncation
outside the scattering region. This is needed to properly define the initial value of the impedance matrix, or in other
words, to properly select the modes propagating away from
the scattering region; if not the case, the method fails.
The situation is different if the boundary conditions are
not satisfied inside the scattering region; in this case, the convergence is altered, but the modal method still holds. In the
present case, the condition of pseudo-periodicity is satisfied
by φm "x# and by φm0 "x#; this ensures that the expansion
of H satisfies the right boundary condition. In perfectly conducting waveguides, Neumann boundary conditions apply.
For isotropic media, only vanishing first derivatives of the basis functions are needed, which is obtained using the usual
cosine functions. For anisotropic media, this would require
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vanishing values of the functions and the first derivatives.
The problem being identified, it should be possible to find
a new basis with such properties. Works are in progress in
this direction.
APPENDIX A: PERMITTIVITY TENSOR
In our formulation, Eq. (1), D ! εE with ε expressed in the
frame "x; y#:
ε12 ! "εX − εY # cos α sin α
ε22 ! εX sin2 α $ εY cos2 α
0

1
0
0 A:
εZ

(A1)

For TM waves, E and D are in plane vectors (E z ! Dz ! 0)
associated to the permittivity tensor in 2D:
#
"
ε11 ε12
:
(A2)
ε≡
ε12 ε22

Our notations for ε−1
IJ (I , J are x or y) in Eqs. (4) are
linked to the usual εij (i, j are 1 or 2) in the permittivity tensor
by
" −1 −1 #
1
εxx εxy
!
ε;
(A3)
ε−1
ε−1
det"ε#
xy
yy

with det"ε# ! εX εY (or ε−1
IJ ! εij ∕"εX εY #). Equation (2)
reads
$
!
1
ε∇H $ k2 μH ! 0:
(A4)
∇·
det"ε#
APPENDIX B: INTEGRATION OF THE RICCATI
EQUATION; MAGNUS SCHEME
The integration of the modal system [Eq. (17)] requires care.
First, contamination by exponentially growing evanescent
modes has to be avoided. Second, the original problem is posed
as a boundary value problem, with a forcing source at y ! ly
and a radiation condition at y ! 0. Therefore, the coupled
first-order in Eq. (17) cannot be solved directly as an initial
value problem. To circumvent these problems, we implement
a multimodal admittance method, which leads to a stable initial
value problem (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Illustration of the numerical scheme.
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1. Computation of the Scattering Matrices

3. Remark on the Discretization δy along the y Axis

Starting from an initial condition Y"0# ! Yo , the admittance
matrix is calculated, following the scheme in Eq. (17) written as
a system:
" #
H
0
;
F"y# ! M"y#F"y#; with F ≡
E
#
"
M1 M 2
.
M!
M3 M 4

Because the exponential matrix involves real and imaginary
terms of the matrix M, δy has to be chosen to ensure nondiverging terms. This is usually done by imposing δy equal to the
inverse of the wavenumber associated to the most evanescent
mode. This is consistent with the physical argument that the
spatial discretization has to resolve the smallest scale associated
to the spatial variations in the wave field. As a rough estimate,
the evanescent modes are associated to the scales h∕"nπ#, with
n ≤ N , N being the truncation order. Without further investigation of possible smaller scales in the other materials, one
must have

This evolution equation can be solved using a Magnus scheme.
With a given discretization along y with step δy, the solution at
y $ δy is given from the solution at y using the matrix exponential N ≡ e M"y$δy∕2#δy defined at the middle position between
both; then
"
#
N1 N2
: (B1)
F"y $ δy# ! NF"y#; and we denote N ≡
N3 N4

F"0# is unknown, but Y"0# is known, and the above equation can be used to find Y"y#:
Y"y $ d y# ! &N3 $ N4 Y"y#'&N1 $ N2 Y"y#'−1 ;

(B2)

Y"0# ! Yo ;

which is used from y ! 0 (Yo is known from the radiation
condition) to y ! ly . Together with the computation of Y,
one computes the propagator G defined as
H"0# ! G"0; y#H"y#; which satisfies

G"0; y $ δy#H"y $ δy# ! G"0; y#H"y#withG"0; 0# ! I
This allows us to compute G together with Y:
−1

G"0; y $ δy# ! G"0; y#&N1 $ YN2 ' ;

G"0; 0# ! I:
(B3)

(Incidentally, note that G satisfies also a Riccati equation
G 0 ! −G&M1 $ M2 Y'.)
The calculation of Y and G allows us to obtain the scattering
properties of the region f"x; y# ∈ &0; h' × &0; ly 'g in terms of the
reflection matrix R and transmission matrix T:
(
R ! &Δe − Y"ly #'−1 &Δe $ Y"ly #'; with H"ly # ! &I $ R'Hi ;
with H"0# ! THi ;
T ! G"0; ly #&I $ R';
"B4#

for any incident wave Hi . Note that the computations of R and
T do not require any storage of Y and G along the y axis.
2. Computation of the Wave Field for a Given Source
Term

If the wave field resulting from a given source term Hi is regarded, it is sufficient to store the Y"y# values in the first
integration (from y ! 0 to y ! ly ); afterward, the forward
integration (along −y) can be done. In this case, H"ly # !
&I $ R'Hi being known, we use the formulation on F in
Eq. (B1) to obtain
H"y# ! &N1 $ N2 Y"y#'−1 H"y $ δy#:

(B5)

h
:
(B6)
Nπ
It can be noted, for instance, in [38] that numerical instabilities
occur for the increasing value of N (the discretization being
fixed to δy∕h ! 1∕30, instabilities are observed for 12 <
N < 25, which do not appear for δy∕h ! 1∕100). We believe
this may be attributable to the step size, which is not adapted to
the truncation. Nevertheless, note that it also may be questionable to increase the number of modes if the discretization becomes unable to inspect the corresponding spatial variations.
δy ≤

APPENDIX C: IN PLANE BIREFRINGENCE
We have expressed the wavenumber along y in the frame "x; y#
tilted through α with respect to the frame of the principal direction of anisotropy "X ; Y #, Eq. (25). From Eq. (24), written
with n ! 0 (γ n ! κ, the component of the wave vector along
x), we obtain
2
−1
2 −1
2
ε−1
yy k y $ 2κεxy k y $ "κ εxx − μk # ! 0:

(C1)

When expressed in the "X ; Y #, the wave vector has components
k ! "kX ; kY #, with
(
κ ! cos αkX $ sin αk Y ;
"C2#
k y ! − sin αkX $ cos αk Y ;

from which we deduce, using Eqs. (4), the dispersion relation
expressed in terms of "k X ; k Y #:
εX k2X $ εY k2Y ! μεX εY k2 :

(C3)

This is the usual form of the dispersion relation for birefringent
medium (if, for instance, εZ ! εX ), restricted here to in-plane
incidences, which defines the surface of the indices.
APPENDIX D: PARAMETRIZATION OF LAYERED
MEDIA
To parametrize the layered structure, we define the unit cell,
which can be replicated periodically along x and y. The cell
has the size h ! d ∕ cos α along x, h∕ tan α ! d ∕ sin α along
y, and the unit cell contains three slanted layers. At each y value,
the an is given by the lines x i "y# (i ! 1; …4), as shown in
Fig. 11 (and a0 ! 0, max"an # ! 1); finally, depending on
the α value, we may have four an values (for low α value, as
in the presented case) or between four and five an values
(for high α value). With
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Fig. 11. Example of the local parametrization ai "y#, here
i ! 0; …; 3.

y1 !

1−φ
d;
2 sin α

y2 !

1$φ
d;
2 sin α

the four lines are given by
8
0 ≤ y ≤ y1 ;
x 1 "y# ! "1−φ#d
>
>
2 cos α − y tan α;
>
<0 ≤ y ≤ y ;
"1$φ#d
x 2 "y# ! 2 cos α − y tan α;
2
:
"3−φ#d
>
y
≤
y
≤
d
∕
sin
α;
x
"y#
!
−
y
tan
α;
>
3
1
2
cos
α
>
:
y 2 ≤ y ≤ d ∕ sin α; x 4 "y# ! "3$φ#d
2 cos α − y tan α

(D1)

"D2#

Then, the cell can be repeated by shifting the unit cell along
y, y ! 0 → y ! d ∕ sin α.
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